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CONCEPTUAL SPACES 
(GÄRDENFORS 2000)

Information is organized by quality 
dimensions	


… that are sorted into domains (space, 
time, temperature, weight, color, shape 
… )	


Domains are endowed with a topology 
or metric	


Conceptual spaces represent human 
cognition (not scientific models)	


 Similarity is represented by distance in a 
conceptual space



CONCEPTUAL SPACES

Linear quality dimensions

Time!

Weight!
0!

0!



COLOR SPACE

Color circle, color spindle

(Churchland 2005) 



VOWEL SPACE

Vowel space

(Fairbanks & Grubb 1961) 



PITCH SPACE

(Longuet-Higgins 1979)
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Figure 1. A simple regular helix to account for the in-
creased similarity between tones separated by an octave.
(From "Approximation to Uniform Gradients of Gen-
eralization by Monotone Transformations of Scale" by
Roger N. Shepard. In D. I. Mostofsky (Ed.), Stimulus
Generalization, Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University
Press, 1965, p. 105. Copyright 1965 by Stanford Uni-
versity Press. Reprinted by permission.)

in an octave relation to a given fixed tone
(Burns, 1974; Dowling, 1978b; Sundberg
& Lindqvist, 1973; and, originally, Ward,
1954).1

Simple Helical Representations
We can obtain geometrical representa-

tions that are consistent with an increased
similarity at the octave by deforming a rec-
tilinear representation of pitch into a higher
dimensional embedding space to form a he-
lix, as proposed for this purpose by Drobisch
as early as 1846, or a spiral, as proposed by
Donkin in 1874 (seePikler, 1966; Ruckmick,
1929; and for a recently proposed planar
spiral, Hahn & Jones, 1981). For, unlike a
straight line, a helix or spiral that completes
one turn per octave achieves the desired in-
crease in spatial proximity between points
an octave apart—at least if the slope of the
curve is not too steep. (Compare Paths a and

b between the tones C and C, an octave
apart, in Figure 1.) Moreover, this is true
whether the curve is embedded in a cylinder,
as proposed by Drobisch, a flat plane, as sug-
gested by Donkin, or a bell-shaped surface
of revolution, as advocated by Ruckmick
(1929). Despite their differences, the rep-
resentations proposed by these authors were
alike in having adjacent turns more closely
spaced toward the low-frequency end, where
given differences in log frequency are less
discriminable. (See the figures reproduced
in Pikler, 1966; Ruckmick, 1929.) These
representations were analogous, in this re-
spect, to the unidimensional psychophysical
representations of Stevens and his colleagues
(Stevens et al, 1937; Stevens & Volkman,
1940).

In 1954, before learning of these early
proposals, I had attempted to accommodate
a heightened similarity at the octave by
means of a tonal helix (Note 3) that differed,
however, from the ones proposed by Drob-
isch, Donkin, and Ruckmick in being geo-
metrically uniform or regular. (See Figure
1, which, except for relabeling, is reproduced
from Shepard, Note 3—as it later appeared
in Shepard, 1965). Because it is geometri-
cally regular, this is the helical analog of the
unidimensional scale having the musically
more relevant logarithmic structure advo-
cated by Attneave and Olson (1971); in it
the distance corresponding to any particular
musical interval is invariant throughout the
representation. The uniform helix also pos-
sesses an additional advantage over curves
embedded in variously shaped surfaces of
revolution, such as Ruckmick's (1929) "tonal
bell." Only when the helix is regular, and
hence embedable in a cylindrical surface,
will tones standing in the octave relation, in
addition to coming into closer proximity with
each other, fall on a common straight line
parallel to the axis of the helix. Such lines

1 Incidentally, these studies agree in showing that the
ratio of physical frequencies of pure tones that subjects
set in the octave relationship is about 2.02:1 and not
exactly 2:1. This small "stretched-octave" effect (Bal-
zanol 1977; Burns, 1974; Dowling, 1973a; Sundberg
& Lindqvist, 1973; Ward, 1954) still leads to an ap-
proximately logarithmic relation between pitch and fre-
quency and does not vitiate any of the conclusions to
be drawn here.

(Shepard 1965)



TIMBRE SPACE

(MacAdams et al., 1995)



METRE SPACE

N-cycle component that also corresponds to the beat cycle or tactus. Figure 1b is a
6-cycle, which in this case corresponds to a subdivision of the beat-cycle. It is more
common for a beat-cycle to be a subcycle of an N-cycle, because most metres
include at least one level of subdivision (London 2004, p. 35). We can therefore
refer to the metre represented in Fig. 1b as a 6-cycle metre, with a 1-3-5 component.
Metres may have further levels of organisation, as shown in Fig. 1c, which contains
four levels of periodic motion, and may also include non-isochronous cycles, as in
Fig. 1d, where the beat cycle consists of three short beats followed by one long beat.

One further piece of information is needed to specify a metre fully within this
framework: the measure period. Specifying the total time interval of a metrical
structure determines the IOIs between the timepoints of the component cycles,
resulting in a tempo-metrical type (London 2004, pp. 76–77). Drawing on the
psychological literature, London defines the maximum period of the N-cycle as
between 5 and 6 seconds, and the IOI between timepoints on the N-cycle as at least
100 milliseconds. This range defines the ‘temporal envelope for metre’ (London
2004, p. 27). The range of tactus IOI is from 200 to 3000 milliseconds
(corresponding to 20–300 beats-per-minute), with a preference around 600 milli-
seconds (100 bpm). Note that these limits are not arbitrary constraints, defined in
order to simplify the representation of metre: they are derived from empirical
perceptual and cognitive limitations. Such quantitative understanding of perceptual
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Fig. 1 Cyclical representation of metre, after (London 2004, pp. 64–69). a 3
4 with no beat subdivision.

b 3
4 with quaver beat subdivision. c 4

4 with quaver beat subdivision. d Non-isochronous 2-2-2-3 beatpattern
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groups of three tactus beats, respectively). The z dimension provides further
discrimination within clusters, which can be interpreted as reflecting the higher level
groupings of tactus groupings. For example, 2

4 is approximately equidistant from 4
4

and 3
2 on the z axis (although is slightly closer to 4

4).
2
4 has no grouping above the

tactus grouping level, except the implicit measure period. 4
4 has a duple grouping of

tactus groups, while 3
2 has a triple grouping of tactus groups. Therefore, the distance

between 4
4 and 3

2 is greater than the distance between 2
4 and either 4

4 or 3
2, which

accords with musicological intuition.
Figure 4b visualises how the distance between three simple metres changes over

a range of different tempi. Regions corresponding to the three metres are clearly

evident in the projection, with 2
4 being closer to 4

4 than 3
4, as would be expected. The

distance between individual tempi is non-linear, which is a consequence of
normalising the range of PULSE_IOI according to pulse period salience. The distance
between 80 bpm and 120 bpm here appears larger than the distance between
120 bpm and 160 bpm, which is consistent with the intuition that perceived
dissimilarity should be greater between more highly salient periodicities.

Conclusion

Creativity is manifest across a wide range of human endeavour, and real progress is
being made within the computational creativity community to understand this
seemingly fundamental, yet elusive, capacity. The work of Boden (2004, 1998) has
become a cornerstone on which much of this work resides, and subsequent
formalisation (Wiggins 2006a, b) has revealed further convincing insight into the
nature of creative processes. However, many issues still remain. In this paper we
have attempted to pursue one approach to the problem of meaning within creative
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Fig. 4 Multidimensional scaling of distance matrices produced by calculating the pairwise Euclidean
distance between metres represented within the conceptual space of METRE. The value of e was fixed at
0.2. Goodness of fit is a measure of how well the distances between objects in the lower dimensional
projection reflect the original data. Values of GOF above 0.8 are generally considered to be acceptable
projections. a MDS of the distances between metres corresponding to common simple and compound
time signatures. All metres are at tactus = 600 (100 bpm), and include one level of tactus subdivision.
b MDS of the distances between three simple metres, each with one level of subdivision, across the tempo
range 80–160 bpm
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SHAPE SPACE

A point is a “superquadric”	


An object is a composition of 
superquadrics

(Chella, Frixione, Gaglio 1997) 



CONCEPTUAL SPACE

Property: a convex region in a single domain 
Concept: a set of convex regions in a number of domains 
together with:  
(1) prominence values of the domains 
(2) information about how the regions in different domains are 
correlated

APPLE!
Domain! Region!
Fruit! ! Values for skin, flesh and seed type!
Color! ! Red-green-yellow!
Taste! ! Values for sweetness, sourness etc!
Shape!! "Round" region of shape space!
Nutrition!Values for sugar, vitamin C, fibres etc



CONCEPTUAL SPACE

Courtesy by Gärdenfors



CREATIVITY VS ANALOGY

Some forms of creativity can be described in terms of analogical 
reasoning: e.g. Copycat (Hofstadter)	


Analogical reasoning:	


Symbolic reasoning: e.g. SME (Gentner)	


Iconic/diagrammatic reasoning	


Neural networks (Holyoak, Hummel)



OUR PROPOSAL

CS1 CS2

Some forms of creativity (related with analogical reasoning) can be 
described in terms of mapping between conceptual spaces



ANALOGY AS A MAPPING

(Gärdenfors 2000)



VOYELLES (RIMBAUD, 1883)



VOYELLES

A noir, E blanc, I rouge, U vert, O bleu



VOYELLES

A noir, E blanc, I rouge, U vert, O bleu



VOYELLES

A noir, E blanc, I rouge, U vert, O bleu



MUSIC AND VISION PERCEPTION

Two faces of the same coin?	


Gestalt 	


Synesthesia



EXAMPLE: SOUNDS VS. SHAPES

kiki bouba

(Ramachandran & Hubbard 2001)



EXAMPLE: SOUNDS VS. SHAPES

bouba kiki

(Ramachandran & Hubbard 2001)



SOUND SPACE
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PITCH SPACE



SHAPE SPACE (SPHERES SPACE)
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MAPPING BETWEEN SPACES



MAPPING BETWEEN SPACES



THE TOOL 0.1



CONCLUSIONS

Some forms of creativity can be described in terms of analogical 
reasoning	


Analogical reasoning (and then creativity) can be modeled as a 
mapping between conceptual spaces	


Psychological tests needed:	


Professional composers	


Common people



THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!


